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To go directly to the slides and commentary, click here. 

Chatting with myeloma investigators nowadays often yields extensive recounting of 
seemingly limitless clinical trials featuring weird acronyms and incredibly complicated 
results. What is also eminently apparent from these conversations is just how 
remarkably the face of this disease has changed with the recent introduction of two 
major classes of novel agents, the IMiDs® — thalidomide and lenalidomide — and the 
proteasome inhibitors, specifically bortezomib.

The dozens of cool papers presented at the recent ASCO meeting further affirmed the 
profound effects of these agents when used individually, in combination or in sequence, 
and here are our top picks for findings relevant to oncology practice: 

1. Triple therapy continues to impress 
In a follow-up to a recently published paper in Blood, Dana-Farber’s Paul 
Richardson once again wowed the masses as he presented unprecedented efficacy 
findings (100 percent response rate, 74 percent with VGPR or more) and acceptable 
toxicity with induction RVD (lenalidomide, bortezomib, dexamethasone). A new, 
huge trial will address post-transplant consolidation with this combination and 
also whether transplant can be delayed or avoided. In any event, our surveys 
of practicing oncologists and investigators show a rapid shift toward three-drug 
combos like RVD for patients eligible for transplant. In another impressive data set 
on a triple regimen, French investigators reported similar high response rates to 
vTD (bortezomib, thalidomide, dexamethasone), which utilized attenuated doses of 
both bortezomib and thalidomide that dramatically lowered the rate of peripheral 
neuropathy.

2. Lenalidomide maintenance after autologous stem cell transplant is 
effective  
No question this was one of the most important findings presented in any tumor 
type at ASCO as both the CALGB and the French IFM group demonstrated an 
impressive 50 percent reduction in disease progression among patients receiving 
this well-tolerated agent as maintenance therapy following transplant. Many clinical 
trials in both the transplant and nontransplant settings are now scrambling to add 
“L maintenance” to their control arms.
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3. Zoledronic acid (ZDA) may slow disease progression and extend survival 
This MRC trial from the UK is in a sense the myeloma version of the Austrian 
breast cancer study presented during the ASCO plenary session two years ago. 
Monthly ZDA resulted in an impressive five months-plus improvement in survival 
compared to clodronate. Investigators are not yet jumping on the idea of treating 
patients without bone disease, but this might be coming in the future. 

Next up on 5-Minute Journal Club: A smorgasbord of ASCO papers on breast cancer, 
including some interesting new data on sentinel node biopsy.
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